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					I’ve led a multifarious career which has sharpened my storytelling instincts. 

After completing Columbia’s Graduate School of Journalism program, I joined Court TV as a television writer/producer for the criminal justice show, Lock & Key. I next worked as editor for the Center for Reproductive Rights before spending a decade covering crime and local breaking news for The New York Times. Nowadays I mostly contribute stories to magazines about pop culture and topical legal issues. 

As a longtime contributor to Emmy, I’ve profiled television celebrities including Lena Dunham, Matt LeBlanc, Tina Fey, Michael J. Fox, Anthony Bourdain and Claire Danes. For the DGA Quarterly, I frequently dissect the craft of directing though the perspectives of topnotch film and TV directors. I also regularly write for the American Bar Association about significant judicial decisions and the challenges of being a lawyer. 

I’ve additionally contributed to More, Time Out NY, Budget Travel, Yahoo! Internet Life, Village Voice, Dance Magazine and other publications. I’ve penned radio pieces that aired on NPR’s All Things Considered. My personal essays have appeared in The Christian Science Monitor and elsewhere.

Prior to becoming a journalist, I pursued my passion for modern dance, performing in the downtown arts scene of New York and touring nationally. Around that time I also forayed into advertising, serving as a copywriter and casting director on ads for Heineken, Mennen and Faberge. I’ve written and directed corporate videos and educational documentaries, and created experimental films shown at art festivals. I still occasionally shoot and edit video shorts like this glimpse into the creative process of Sumi-e brush painter, Koho Yamamoto. (This will link to the video found here.

I’m based in Brooklyn, NY. But nowadays I can easily write for anyone, anywhere in the world. I love tackling challenging subjects; finding the ingredients that will grab people’s’ attention and  keep them hooked while also getting informed.  
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